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1. THE POCKET SQUARE
A pocket square is a subtle yet effective way of
adding some contrast and character to a suit.
On an occasion where you want to stand out
without stealing the show, this flower patterned
silk pocket square is perfect for a spring wedding
and comes in four colours to complement your
suit.

2. THE CUFFLINKS
With their roots in 18th Century royal courts,
cufflinks still have the ability to exude class and
elegance, while at the same time allowing
the wearer to reflect their personality in the
chosen style.These gold crystal and onyx
cufflinks come fromTrianon who have been
handcrafting them in NewYork since 1979.

3. THE WATCH
Using a watch to tell the time seems to have
been confined to the dustbin of the 20th century.
What hasn’t changed however is the sense
of permanence a classic timepiece can give.
A statement piece on your wedding day, like
this stainless steel watch fromTag Heuer, can
become a treasured family heirloom.

4. THE BUTTONHOLE PIN
Flowers shouldn’t just be reserved for the
ladies on your wedding day; accentuate your
jacket with this subtle and stylish wool-blend
buttonhole pin from Lanvin.Available in four
subtle colours to effortlessly blend in with your
ensemble.

5. THE BOW TIE
There’s no easier way to lift your suit and make
yourself stand out from the crowd than by
choosing a bow tie. Classically sophisticated
yet with a modern, raffish air, this Paul Smith
polkadot bow tie is made in Italy from 100%
silk.

While the suit may be the most important piece of kit for every man’s wedding, it’s
worth going the extra mile and adding some stand-out details to your outfit.

Graham White takes you through five luxurious accessories you should consider
adding to your wedding day wardrobe.

TOP 5 ACCESSORIES
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2 Trianon Cufflinks,e1,285,
MrPorter.com

4Lanvin Buttonhole
Flower,e130, Lanvin.com

5 Paul Smith Bow Tie,
e95, PaulSmith.co.uk

3 Tag Heuer,e2,770,
Fields.ie


